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What you need:
-

thin red cotton yarn and an appropriate crochet hook (I used size 1.75)
any type of vintage button (try the local flea market like I did, you might be surprised by the
treasure you can find)

How I did it:
1 I crocheted two pieces of lace, each with a different motif

Motif 1

Motif 2

2 I sew the two pieces as in the pictures bellow
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3 I attached the button and the safety pin

Ok, now, about the technicalities. The two motives that I used.
-

-

For Motif 1 I used a diagram found at the following web address: http://domihobby.ru/585-novyeuzory-kryuchkom.html. (If you cannot read diagrams, let me know, I will make a short written pattern for the
diagram).
For motif 2 I used the same pattern that I used for my colorful curtain. This one is published on my blog with
a diagram and a written explanation.

Happy crocheting!
About me:
(Still) a PhD and passionate by all things crafted and especially by crochet. For more projects and tutorials please
visit: www.zarazacrochet.weebly.com.
If you enjoy my work please have a minute and think about the reason why I go through all the trouble of putting
together the tutorials and maintaining the blog. I do all this effort with the hope in mind that some of you will also
take a look at the 2 associations that I endorse: The Friends of Cats Association and SOS Dogs. Both associations
work to address the problem of the cats and dogs with no home in Oradea (Romania) and surrounding. For more
information send me an email, I will be happy to tell you more 
What can I do about the cats and dogs in Romania?
If you can’t adopt, you can volunteer
If you can’t volunteer you can sponsor
If you can’t sponsor you can donate
And if you can’t do any of the above, you can spread the word :)
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